
Listen To Your Body & 
Change Your Life - Part 2

NeuroPath Reset Your Fears



Experience #1 - Exploring the Embodied Self

1. Using your breath and awareness, scan your body from the feet up

2. Identify an area of pain, denseness, cold, or stress

3. Does this connect with other area/s — explore a possible pathway.
4. Ask your body: “Is there anything else about this ________?  Metaphor, color, 

feeling, sensation, memory, etc.?

5. Ask the body: “What do you need to start to change/resolve this? A movement, 

a sound, an expression, an image, an action...?

6. When you exercise what your body needs, what happens? Where does it take 
you?



YOU HOLD THE 
KEYS TO YOUR 
“PRISON”.

Dissolve the 3 poisons:

Guilt, Shame & Regrets!



Reviewing your assignments - Find your “Chisel” 



Understand the function of the benefits of 
your fears. There lies your blind spot...

“What are the benefits that I am receiving 
from my fears with evidence?”

Show an example of benefit - dog breeder.



Physicalize your new 
beliefs every day 

consciously



What foundation do you 
want to operate from?

Fear/ Lack/ Need for control Honesty / Accountability / Empowered Vulnerability



Emotions , your story and the body







Experience #2: 
Trigger “Hack”

When/if triggered follow steps:

1. Cooling  circuits breath
2. Find sensitive spot on breast 

bone.
3. Gently tap on it with 

fingertips until you yawn, 
sigh, smile or shake.

4. Pressure points for heart.



Experience # 3 
Becoming the Tiger/ess

Adopting a New Posture

1. Adjust your feet to align the joints
2. Breathe softly through the front of 

your body. Soften jaw, throat, chest, 
heart, diaphragm, abdomen.

3. Traction through crown of head to the 
sky, bottom of tailbone to the earth. 
Feel space in your spine, nerves 
relaxed.

4. Open chest softly being pulled by a 
string from the heart.

5. Awareness expands, highly alert but 
extremely relaxed.



● Bring joy
● Curiosity,
● Playfulness,
● Wonder,
● Awe and ease
● Connection
● Power
● Reclaim something we lost; 

parts of ourselves

State Of Space 
Where true healing begins!



Recommendations

● Keep exploring the bodymind

● Yoga, meditation, mindfulness, breathwork, bodywork

● Movement

● Body scans

● Float tanks

● Books: Hara - The Vital centre of man, The Body Keeps Score.
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